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Chapter 1: Historical Background 

Chapter priority: High (Important for both Prelims and Mains) 

 

Points to know: 

1. British came to India in 1600 as traders (EIC had purely trading functions) 

2. In 1765, EIC obtained 'diwani rights' -- Shah Alam granted these rights after losing the 

battle of Buxar against EIC  This started its career as a territorial power. 

3. Revolt of 1857 - also known as the First War of Independence or the ‘sepoy mutiny’  

4. In 1858 - British Crown assumes direct responsibility for the governance of India. i.e. 

Company rule ends and Crown rule starts. 

5. Crown rule continues until India was granted independence on August 15, 1947 

Why we have to study this chapter? 

1. This chapter is highly important and favorite for examiners. Every year there are 

questions from this chapter (both Prelims and Mains) 

2. Various features of our Indian Constitution and polity have their roots in the British rule. 

So, as an aspirant, it is important to know certain events that laid down the legal 

framework for the organisation and functioning of government and administration in 

British India. 

3. Also it is important to study these events as they have greatly influenced our 

constitution and polity. 

 

Common problem faced by aspirants: 

 There are so many events, how will I remember? 
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 There are so many features in each Act. How will I remember till long time? I get 

confused.  

 Polity is boring. I keep forgetting. “The rate of evaporation is way too high” :P  

Solution: It is always easy to remember things in story or pictures. Hence, this material is 

prepared on these lines. Hope it helps.  

1. First let us observe the above figure/time-line carefully. Can you identify two rules? -

- THE COMPANY RULE (1773–1858) and THE CROWN RULE (1858–1947) 

2. Now think – What are these rules? Even though EIC came in 1600, there were no 

such rules and why this Company rule started suddenly in 1773? 

 

Try to remember 3 Acts under these two rules: 

COMPANY RULE (1773–1858) CROWN RULE (1858–1947) 

1. Regulating Act 1. Government of India Acts 

2. Pitt’s India Act 2. Indian Council Acts 

3. Charter Acts 3. Indian Independence Act 

 

 

THE COMPANY RULE (1773–1858) 

By 1773, the East India Company was in dire financial troubles, as they faced competition 

from other countries and also was facing difficulties to maintain monopoly. 

The Company was important to the British Empire because it was a monopoly trading 

company in India and in the east and many 

influential people were shareholders. 

Now, these shareholders (some of them were 

Parliamentarians) thought – 

“What shall we do with this EIC? They are not 

able to bring enough profits and unable to 

meet its commitments. Let us make an Act to 

take over the management of the East India 

Company's rule in India.” 

“Yes, let us have some control and regulation on EIC – hmm.. let us call it Regulating Act”. 
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Regulating Act of 1773 

Why this Act is important?    

1. It was the first step taken by the British Government to control and regulate the affairs 

of the EIC in India. 

2. First time, British government recognised the political and administrative functions of 

the EIC. 

3. British government laid the foundations of central administration in India. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Features of the Act:   

1. The Act designated the Governor of Bengal as the ‘Governor-General of Bengal’ and 

created an Executive Council of four members to assist him.  

 

The first such Governor-General was Lord Warren Hastings (1774-1785). 

How to remember? – Till this Act, EIC was enjoying in India without any control. But now an 

executive came to control them. So EIC started HATING him. (HATING  HASTING)  

Warren Hastings 

2. Governor of Bengal was made ‘Governor-General of Bengal’ and governors of Bombay 

and Madras presidencies were made his subordinates. (so these governors were also 

“HATING” him) 

 

3. Since he was hated, there were fights throughout the year. To solve this, the Act 

provided for establishment of Supreme Court (1774). 
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4. Real objective was to control and manage corrupt EIC  so the Act prohibited servants 

of EIC from engaging in any private trade or accepting bribes and gifts from native. 

 

5. The Act told the governing body of the Company i.e. Court of Directors to report all its 

affairs (revenue, civil, military etc) to British Government. 

 

 

Crux: (Regulating Act) 

Regulating Act was passed by British Government for controlling and regulating affairs of EIC 

 as they enjoyed unlimited political and administrative functions  so need for central 

administration  Governor General of Bengal + 4 Executive Council members + 2 

subordinate governors (Madras and Bombay)  HATINGS starts  need for Supreme Court 

 control EIC = No pvt. trade and bribes  Court of Directors should report all affairs to 

British government. 

 

So did the Regulating Act help? 

No, there was some loop holes. EIC’s Court of Directors (COD) was only corrupt.  

So, in 1781, British government called COD to inquire about this and tried to rectify the 

defects of Regulating Act.  

However, COD bribed British Government and made an Act of Settlement requesting the 

government to stay silent for few years. 

 

Pitt’s India Act of 1784 

 

Again the British Government wanted to rectify the defects of the Regulating Act of 1773, so 

they passed Pitt’s India Act of 1784. 

 

Why the name “PITT”? The then Prime Minister of British was William Pitt. 

 

1. The Act knew EIC’s COD was corrupt, so it decided to reduce its powers. So Act 

distinguished commercial and political functions of the EIC. 

2. Now, COD will look after commercial functions only and a new body, Board of Control 

(BOC) will take care of political functions. 

3. We shall call it “system of double government” (COD+BOC) 

4. The Act empowered BOC to supervise, direct all operations (civil and military) or 

revenues of the “British possessions” in India.  

5. Hence, British Government was given the supreme control over Company’s affairs and 

its administration in India. 
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Crux: Pitt’s India Act 

 Regulating Act of 1773 had defects  Act of Settlement in 1781  Pitt’s India Act 1784 

(to rectify the defects) 

 Commercial and Political functions of EIC was divided  COD to control commercial and 

BOC to control Political  BOC was empowered more to look after “British Possessions” 

 with this, British government gained supreme control over EIC’s affairs 

 

But still COD has some powers in regard to commercial. So, final step towards centralization 

in British India was made by Charter Acts. 

Since, in Pitt’s India Act, they called “British Possessions” first time, the British government 

decided to prepare “CHARTS” to highlight its possession of British India. 

 

Charter Act of 1833 

 

Features: 

1. Here, the Government decided - instead of Governor General of Bengal (GGB), let us 

make Governor General of India (GGI) for entire territorial area possessed by the 

British in India. 

2. So the Act made GGB as GGI. It vested all 

civil and military powers to GGI.  

3. The GGI was given exclusive legislative 

powers for the entire British India. 

4. This first GGI was so powerful; he “BENT” 

everyone to his knees and “KICKED” them.  

 

Lord William “BENTINCK” was the first governor-

general of India. 

 

5. This Act ended all the activities of the East 

India Company as a commercial body. 

6. EIC was left as purely administrative body (implement what the government says) 

7. Charter Act of 1833 attempted to introduce a system of open competition for 

selection of civil servants (including Indians), but COD pleaded – please negate this 

provision at least. So this provision was negated.  
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Crux: Charter Act 1833 

 Pitt’s India Act created ‘system of double government’  Commercial and Political 

functions were divided  COD + BOC 

 But now in Charter Act of 1833  All powerful GGI was created for entire British India 

 Legislative powers of governors of Madras and Bombay was deprived  Both 

Executive and exclusive Legislative powers also to GGI  EIC is no more a commercial 

body, now just an administrative body  1st attempt towards CSE open to Indians also 

(but this attempt failed) 

 

 

Charter Act of 1853 

 

Features of the Act 

1. GGI alone could not do all the work. So the legislative and executive functions of the 

Governor- General’s council were separated for first time. 

2. The Act created a separate GG Legislative Council – called “Indian (Central) 

Legislative Council”. For the first time, local representation was allowed in the Indian 

(Central) Legislative Council. 

3. This Indian (Central) Legislative Council acted as a mini-Parliament (on same lines of 

British Parliament) 

4. Thus, legislation, for the first time, was treated as a special function of the 

government, requiring special machinery and special process. 

5. Now, it needed good civil servants to help framing and implement the legislation. 

This Charter Act of 1853 introduced an open competition system of selection and 

recruitment of civil servants (open to Indians also)  

6. This Act extended the Company’s rule and allowed it to retain the possession of 

Indian territories on trust for the British Crown. 

7. But it did not specify any particular period, unlike the previous Charters. This was a 

clear indication that the Company’s rule could be terminated at any time the 

Parliament liked. 
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Crux: Charter Act 1853 

Charter Act of 1833 gave full powers to GGI = Executive + Legislative  To make things 

simple, Charter Act of 1853 first time separated L and E function  created separate body 

“Indian (Central) Legislative Council” or mini-Parliament Act also allowed local 

representation to this Legislative council  CSE was open to all, including Indians  The Act 

allowed EIC to retain the possession of Indian territories but for first time, it did not specify 

particular time  indicating any time Company’s rule could be terminated. 

 

From the above events we could see how British Government made steady progress to 

control EIC affairs and how the government laid foundation for full centralization.  

 

Revolt of 1857 or Sepoy Mutiny: 

 

By 1857, the British followed an expansionist policy in India. The policies made by GGIs 

adversely affected every section of the Indian society. This led to one of the important 

events of Indian history -- the Revolt of 1857. It was the first rebellion against the East India 

Company which took the massive form. 

(There were many causes, which you will study in History) 

 

So, due to this Mutiny or Revolt, the British decided to enact an act, known as the Act for 

the Good Government of India. 

 

THE CROWN RULE (1858–1947) 

Now all Acts were called as either Government of India (GOI) Acts or Indian Council Acts. 

 

Government of India Act of 1858 (or Act for the Good Government of India): 

 

This Act abolished the East India Company, and transferred the powers of government, 

territories and revenues to the British Crown. The Company Rule was ended in 1858. The 

Crown Rule began. 

 

Features of the Act 

1. India will be governed by Crown Rule (Her Majesty) 

2. The designation GGI was changed to Viceroy of India (VOI). Lord Canning became the 

first Viceroy of India. 
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How to remember? 

When India’s governance 

was transferred from 

Company’s Rule to 

Crown’s Rule, her Majesty 

was thinking –  

 

“Who CAN be the best 

suitable candidate for 

VOI?” 

 

A person came forward 

telling “I CAN” because 

my name starts with 

“CAN”. I am CAN-NING :P  

 

Lord CANNING  

 

 

3. Government of India Act of 1858 ended the ‘system of double government’ of Pitt’s 

India Act of 1784 (i.e. it abolished COD + BOC ) 

4. Instead it created new office “Secretary of State for India” (SOS) – so COD’s 

administrative authority and control was given to SOS. 

5. This SOS was a member of the British cabinet and was responsible ultimately to the 

British Parliament. 

6. The Act also created a 15-member Council of India to assist the secretary of state 

(SOS). Hovever this Council was an advisory body. 

 

GOI Act, 1858 was largely confined to the improvement of the administrative machinery by 

which the Indian Government was to be supervised and controlled in England.  

 

 

It did not alter in any substantial way the system of government that prevailed in India. 
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Crux: GOI, 1858 

 After 1857 revolt/sepoy mutiny  GOI Act 1858 was enacted to abolish EIC  powers 

of government, territories and revenues were transferred to the British Crown. 

 GGI designation was changed to VOI (Lord Canning was first VOI)  system of double 

government was ended (No COD+BOC)  instead a new office SOS+15 member Council 

of India to assist the SOS was created  SOS was vested with complete authority and 

control over Indian administration. 

 GOI, 1858 was intended to bring Good Government in India, alter the system of 

government in India  by improving the administration machinery  But it did not alter 

in any substantial way the system of government  

 

 

 


